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Mac.1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to
an optical package containing a
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light emitting diode. 2.
Description of the Related Art
As the display size and image

quality of a display device
increase, the display size of an

optical module used in the
display device also increases.

Accordingly, a method of
increasing the density of the
optical module, in order to

increase productivity, becomes
more important. The optical
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module is formed of a package
for containing an optical device,
such as a light emitting diode,
and a printed circuit board on

which the package is mounted.
For example, a display device
often uses a flexible printed
circuit board as the printed
circuit board. The flexible

printed circuit board is bent
along a predetermined bent

shape, such as a bent shape of
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a curved surface or a tubular
shape of a metal pipe, when the
flexible printed circuit board is
mounted on a surface, such as

a wall surface or a back surface,
of the display device. However,
when the flexible printed circuit

board is bent along the bent
shape, the flexible printed

circuit board may be damaged.
Especially, if stress is applied to
the flexible printed circuit board
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along the bent shape, the
flexible printed circuit board

may be easily damaged.
Furthermore, in order to

improve the productivity, the
optical package, i.e., a package
for containing the light emitting

diode, is preferably small in
size. On the other hand, if the
optical package is too small in
size, a space for disposing the
light emitting diode may be
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limited. As a result, the light
emitting diode may have a

limitation of light output. When
a space for disposing the light
emitting diode is limited, the

size of the light emitting diode
may be limited. Therefore, the

light emitting diode may be
difficult to be formed in a

rectangular shape or a
trapezoidal shape, and may be

restricted to be formed in a
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predetermined trapezoidal
shape.Cameroon: March

protests forced president out
Eighteen people have been
arrested in the aftermath of
months of anti-government

protests in Cameroon that led
President Paul Biya to step
down last month. Two anti-

government protesters have
been killed in clashes with riot

police in the north of the
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country. AFP news agency
quotes witnesses as
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